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Abstract: Using the extended theory of planned behavior, this study examined individuals’ cognitive
and psychological determinants of their intentions to donate to nonprofit organizations (NPOs) with
either a positive or negative chief executive officer (CEO) reputation. With the use of online survey
data (n = 371), the similarities and differences in the relationships between the determinants were
analyzed for the two NPO CEO reputations. To verify the hypotheses, multiple regression was used
to analyze the data. The results reveal that for NPOs with positive CEO reputations, subjective norms,
perceived behavioral control, moral norms, past behavior, and identification had positive effects
on the intention to donate. In contrast, for NPOs with negative CEO reputations, subjective norms
and identification had positive effects on the intention to donate. Attitude toward the NPO was not
related to donation intentions regardless of the CEO’s reputation. These findings suggest the need for
strategies to increase the public’s intentions to donate to problematic NPOs with negative reputations.
Additionally, a strategy to further strengthen the intention to donate in the case of a positive CEO
reputation is proposed. Theoretical and managerial implications of the results are also discussed,
highlighting important considerations for CEO reputations and NPO management in the short and
long terms.

Keywords: nonprofit organizations management; nonprofit organization CEOs’ reputation;
sustainable culture of donation; social sustainability; theory of planned behavior

1. Introduction

Donation is an action that must be sustained in order to practice love for humanity and to develop
an inclusive society. The simple act of sharing a portion of personal property is a driving force that
changes our global society. As countries around the world achieve economic growth and evolve from
quantitative growth to the pursuit of improving the quality of life, donation has become a significant
factor in the modern way of life [1]. Donations contribute to improving welfare around the world
through effects such as improving economic inequality and class imbalance, children’s education,
and living standards [2]. The role of nonprofit organizations (NPOs) is also gradually expanding,
along with the increase in the need for their work. They play an important role in providing necessary
services and materials to those in need at the local, national, and international levels [3]. Despite the
significant efforts of NPOs, donations are on the decline worldwide.

According to the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) data index of accumulated donations from
126 countries over the 10 years from 2009 to 2018, donations from superpower countries such as the
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United States (first), Canada (sixth), the United Kingdom (seventh), and the Netherlands (eighth)
gradually decreased [4]. In addition, Poland and the Czech Republic were the countries with the
largest declines in their average scores over the 10 years, and their monetary contributions decreased
significantly [4]. In comparison with high-donation countries, Korea ranked 57th; compared with
its rapid economic growth, ranking 11th–12th in GDP (gross domestic product) over the past five
years, Korea’s donation culture remains at the level of developing countries. In particular, in a 2019
social survey by the Korea National Statistical Office, the number of respondents who reported having
donation experience decreased steadily over 10 years: 36.4% in 2011, 34.6% in 2013, 29.9% in 2015,
26.7% in 2017, and 25.6% in 2019 [5].

It should be noted that trust in the nonprofit sector, in general, has been steadily declining, as
have donations from Korea and other countries around the world. According to the Edelman Trust
Barometer Global Report 2018 index of trust data from 28 countries, trust in the nonprofit sector
decreased from 55% in 2016 to 53% in 2018 [6]. It is particularly noteworthy that in the United States,
a donor powerhouse, trust decreased from 57% in 2016 to 49% in 2018 [6]. In addition, in the United
Kingdom, respondents who indicated that they trusted charities decreased by 3%, from 51% in 2016 to
48% in 2018 [7], and in Korea, the percentage of respondents who indicated that they distrusted such
organizations increased from 8.9% in 2017 to 14.9% in 2019 [5].

In many places, distrust is one of the direct results of corruption scandals among the chief executive
officers (CEOs) of nonprofit organizations. For example, in the United States, between the years of
2008 and 2012, four organizations—the Cancer Fund of America, Cancer Support Services, Children’s
Cancer Fund of America, and Breast Cancer Society—raised about US$187 million, but it was later
revealed that all but 2.5% of the grand total of funds had been embezzled [8]. Most of the money was
spent on the personal expenses of the founder, James Reynolds Sr., his family, and other staff members.
The employees who were implicated in the embezzlement were charged. In 2018, Korea had its NPO
CEO embezzlement scandal [9]. The New Hope Seed raised US$10.7 million, purportedly to support
disadvantaged children and teenagers. However, the CEO used most of the money on apartments and
overseas travel. Later, the CEO, who embezzled the children’s prospects as collateral, was sentenced
to imprisonment. There are many similar negative reports about other nonprofit CEOs, and such
problems have caused donors to be cautious about donating. Corrupt nonprofit CEOs worldwide have
created a crisis for NPOs and the donation culture in general.

Therefore, this study examined the relations of NPO CEO reputations and individuals’ donation
intentions. A CEO, or chief executive officer, provides strategic direction to organizations and has
the ultimate responsibility for all company activities [10]. Beyond personal reputation, a CEO’s
individual qualities and abilities are associated with a company’s reputation, including their effects
on the company’s likability and economic benefits [11]. Reputation, as an intangible asset with a
significant effect on real value investment, can play a role in for-profit companies’ abilities to secure
resources and in nonprofits’ abilities to attract donors and funds. Understanding the perceived CEO
reputation of the public will help in developing strategies to increase donation intention.

However, previous researchers have mainly studied the effect of an organization’s reputation,
rather than the reputation of the CEO [12–16]. To our knowledge, research has not explored the
socio-cognitive determinants of how the NPO CEO reputation influences donation intentions. In view
of the issues and troubling number of donation scandals over the years, it is important to study the
NPO CEO reputation in the context of donation. Accordingly, the current study is an attempt to
address this problem and arrive at possible solutions.

Toward this goal, this study applies the theory of planned behavior to evaluate the effects of an
individual’s cognitive and psychological factors on donation intention and derives a donation strategy
for NPOs that aligns with the CEO’s reputation. This study verifies the influence of factors relating to
donation intentions as established through prior research and examines how donation intentions may
differ depending on a positive or negative CEO reputation. Therefore, the current study poses two
research questions to examine how a positive or negative NPO CEO reputation activates the proposed
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cognitive and psychological factors in relation to an individual’s intention to donate. This study is
expected to provide practical implications for developing strategies to increase donation intentions.

Research Question 1 (RQ1). How does an NPO CEO’s positive reputation activate the proposed cognitive
and psychological factors associated with individuals’ donation intentions?

Research Question 2 (RQ2). How does an NPO CEO’s negative reputation activate proposed cognitive and
psychological factors associated with individuals’ donation intentions?

2. Literature Review

2.1. Extended Theory of Planned Behavior (ETPB)

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) [17], expanded from Fishbein and Ajzen’s [18] theory of
reasoned action, was designed to identify decisive factors in human social behavior. The TPB is used not
only to predict certain behaviors but also to explore the intentions that lead to them [17]. The intention,
influenced by attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control, leads to actual behaviors.
In other words, the intention is a proximal determinant of behavior, and the more an individual
wants to engage in a particular behavior, the more likely he or she is to do so [17]. Researchers have
applied the TPB extensively across the wide range of academic fields to study individuals’ behaviors.
Specifically, findings from the context of donation intentions and behaviors showed that attitudes,
subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control had a large influence on such intentions.

First, attitude (AT) refers to the degree to which an individual evaluates a certain behavior favorably
or unfavorably; a positive attitude promotes efforts to perform the behavior, while negative attitudes
suppress the behavior [17]. Previous studies have shown considerable correlations between attitude
and prosocial behavior. For instance, investigators found that attitudes toward blood donation [19,20],
volunteer enrollment among college students [21], and organ donation [22] all affected individuals’
intentions to perform the studied behavior, and other researchers have confirmed that attitude is a
major predictor of monetary donations [23,24].

Next, subjective norm (SN) refers to how important an individual considers a behavior based on
perceived social pressure from referents whom the individual considers important. Individuals are
more likely to perform behaviors if persons who are important to them have favorable reactions toward
the behaviors and are less likely to perform them if important others hold negative reactions [17,25].
SN also has differing effects across different cultures, including noticeably different influences on
donation intentions [26–28]. Researchers found that SN had no effect in individualist countries such as
Canada and the United Kingdom [29,30] but a high effect in collectivist countries such as Pakistan
and Malaysia [2,28,31]. These findings appear to reflect the differences between collectivist Eastern
cultures that tend to be highly interdependent and Western cultures that value individuality [32].

Lastly, perceived behavioral control (PBC) refers to an individual’s evaluation of his or her abilities
to perform a given behavior [17]. Individuals’ internal controls, such as self-confidence and ability,
and external controls, such as money and time, facilitate their performance of certain behaviors [33].
In other words, individuals who determine that they have the required resources or capabilities to
perform a certain behavior will perceive that they have high control over performing the behavior.
Prior researchers have identified PBC as an influential factor in determining whether individuals
donate money, blood, and organs, prosocial behaviors that reflect individual decision-making [2,34,35].

Many researchers are now leveraging behavioral intention and the predictive power of behavior
components via an extended model that adds new external variables to the TPB. In donation studies,
researchers have added various domain-specific variables to increase the TPB’s predictive power
for donation intention and behavior. Researchers have consistently verified moral norms and past
behavior as additional key factors that influence donation intentions.
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Moral norm (MN) generally refers to an individual’s perception of whether a certain behavior
is morally correct and his or her feeling of a personal responsibility or obligation to exhibit the
behavior [36]. Warburton and Terry [37] suggested that moral norms were highly predictive of an
individual’s altruistic behavior of donating blood. Smith and McSweeney [38] added moral norms to
the TPB and found that MN had a more significant influence on an individual’s donation intentions
and behaviors than other factors. Van der Linden [30] further confirmed the strong psychological
influence of moral norms.

In addition, past behavior (PH), which many researchers insist should be considered in predicting
the future [39], exerted a strong influence on the intention to donate. Kang et al. [40] studied the
donation behavior of Korean donors. They revealed that the more donation experiences that the
participant had, the higher the donation loyalty to a specific organization, thereby increasing actual
donation intentions and behaviors. Feldman [41] demonstrated that children who have charitable
sharing experiences in childhood are more likely to grow into generous and charitable adults. In other
words, the experiential factor of an individual’s past donation behavior lowers the barriers to entry
and contributes to making donations.

The literature review indicates that the extended TPB (ETPB) model has been employed as a
useful tool for investigating an individual’s donation intention. Thus, this study attempts to analyze
donor intentions by applying the following ETPB variables based on the findings of previous studies:
attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, as well as moral norm and past behavior.
We expect that these variables contribute to explaining an individual’s intention to donate based on a
CEO’s positive or negative reputation. More specifically, we proposed the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). It is expected that attitude toward an NPO would positively impact intention to donate.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). It is expected that subjective norms of an NPO would positively impact intention to donate.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). It is expected that perceived behavioral control of NPO donation would positively impact
intention to donate.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). It is expected that an individual’s perceived moral norms would positively impact intention
to donate.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). It is expected that the level of an individual’s past behavior would positively impact
intention to donate.

Identification with the Nonprofit Organization (NPO) Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

During this study, in addition to engaging in cognitive evaluation, we speculated that study
participants might assess the CEO’s reputation and develop psychological bonds. We also expected
that psychological perceptions based on the CEO’s reputation would be closely related to the intention
to donate. Therefore, to further explore the role of an NPO CEO’s reputation on public intentions to
donate to the NPO, we added identification as an additional external variable.

Identification refers to the process of reconstructing one’s values, attitudes, and behaviors in
the image of real or fictional characters that an individual strives to resemble [42] or the process of
sharing inner experiences with others [43]. Findings from a study on content acceptance by media
audiences indicated the involvement of a psychological mechanism by which study participants
empathized with media characters and internalized the media content as though they themselves had
been experiencing the events [44]. In fact, consumers often purchase products because they identify
with the celebrities who promote advertising the products [45,46]. They wish to mimic the appearance,
lifestyle, values, and habits of celebrities. Researchers have consistently confirmed the influence of
viewers’ identification with celebrities on the effectiveness of celebrity advertising promotions.
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Past literature also established that individuals may partially identify with the specific subject
even if they do not agree with all values [47]. From the perspective of organizational identification,
individuals identify with organizations based on values, differentiation, ethics, and recognition of
legitimacy [48–51]. Identification will follow different patterns according to individual judgment
criteria. From a business perspective, consumer identification with companies increases customer
satisfaction and loyalty to these companies and reduces negative feedback [52]. It also promotes
cooperative attitudes toward both work [53] and financial support [54].

Mael and Ashforth [54] explained that when individuals identify with a particular target, they
perceive the target’s successes and failures to be their own, which can guide individuals’ behaviors
to reflect those of the target. Identifying with influential individuals or organizations goes beyond a
simple preference to direct actions. In this context, engaging the public’s identification with an NPO’s
CEO has the potential to encourage donation intentions.

In summary, psychological interaction through identification produces more than a variety of
positive effects on an individual. Identification with a specific subject affects not only the individual’s
behavior but also the formation of values. This also affects the financial returns of companies
and organizations. Accordingly, we predicted that study respondents would form meaningful
identification with the CEO of nonprofits based on their value judgments of the reputation. Reputation
and identification have a positive relationship and play a role in reinforcing emotional commitment [55].
Thus, individual-CEO identification is expected to affect donation intentions significantly and positively.
This study aimed to analyze the influence of identification on donation intentions based on positive
and negative CEO reputations. This discussion leads to the development of the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 6 (H6). It is expected that individual’s identification with an NPO’s CEO would positively impact
intention to donate.

2.2. NPO CEO’s Reputation: Positive or Negative

Reputation is stakeholders’ accumulated beliefs or opinions about the characteristics and behavior
of people or objects from the past to the present [56–59]. It is a consistent and overall assessment
accumulated over time [60]. Fombrun et al. [61] explained that a good reputation serves as a magnet
that attracts funds from sponsors. A favorable reputation is the driving force behind the creation
of real value in the organization and may act as a buffer or shield in times of crisis [62,63]. It also
enhances the value of organizations and individuals [64], and this improved value not only increases
loyalty [65–67] but also plays a role in promoting positive feedback and product sales [68,69]. In contrast,
a negative reputation decreases respect for a company’s advertising messaging [70] and the probability
of purchase [71–73]. Consumers may also question the motives of the company’s CSR (corporate social
responsibility) activities [74]. In other words, consumers’ evaluations of firms depend on how those
consumers perceive a firm’s reputation [75].

One of the tactics that can improve reputational awareness from a business’s perspective is
the management of the CEO’s reputation. Past research on reputation has focused on economics,
organizational science, and marketing. However, as reputation research has matured, it has expanded
to the study of the influences of personal reputations. Personal reputation acts like an individual’s credit
report [11]. Thus, research is ongoing on the importance of the reputations of influential individuals
including CEOs, presidents, politicians, entertainers, and sports stars.
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CEO reputation has been predominantly studied in the field of personal reputation.
Gaines-Ross [76] asserted that CEO reputation is a corporate asset formed by the CEO’s prestige
and brand, as well as the overall respect held by internal and external stakeholders. The author
emphasized that CEO reputation, like other assets, should be invested in and managed. To do that,
the author suggested, the CEO’s competitiveness should be secured through trust, ethical principles,
communication, and organizational and employee management. Burson-Marsteller [77], a public
relations company, conducted a study in Belgium and found that companies with a high reputation
generally had CEOs with high reputations. In short, how stakeholders rate a CEO’s reputation affects
not only individuals but further organizations.

These effects of reputation can also be applied to donation research, a social domain. To our
knowledge, there is no empirical documentation regarding an NPO CEO’s reputation coupled with
the intention to donate. However, there are prior studies in which the influence of reputation has been
applied to donation research. Holmes [78] studied students’ alma-mater sponsorship intentions after
graduation. The study suggested that students who recognize their universities’ high public status
are more likely to maintain a strong relationship with the university. Furthermore, researchers who
examined the importance of an NPO’s reputation found that people were not reluctant to donate to
reputable charities [15,79]. An NPO’s high reputation has been also found to positively impact people’s
willingness to donate [15,80]. These studies prove that the concept of reputation is an important
reference for measuring the public’s intention to donate.

Taken together, the present study was approached by the insights obtained from the research on the
for-profit CEO reputation. This study assumes that public recognition that a nonprofit had a reputable
CEO would positively affect the intention to donate by activating cognitive and psychological factors.
In contrast, when the CEO of an NPO has a bad reputation, we speculate that the effect of cognitive
and psychological factors on the intention to donate will be distinguishable from the result of a good
reputation. Therefore, this study identifies the determinants that influence the intention to donate
when the NPO CEO’s reputation is positive or negative and further examines the results’ differences.

3. Research Methods

3.1. Sampling Procedure and Sample

For this study, data agency Market Link administered the survey data collection. The study sample
was chosen from South Korean residents; 400 respondents completed their survey questionnaire during
the period of 31 July and 4 August 2020. The quota sampling method was employed to reflect a balance
of both gender and age groups.

An online survey was employed, and two types of CEO scenarios were devised to portray CEO
reputations (positive vs. negative). We assigned 200 participants to the positive scenario and the other
200 to the negative scenario, respectively. After exposure to each scenario, the respondents were asked
to fill out their questionnaires. We excluded 29 surveys for unreliable or insincere responses, leaving a
final data sample of 371 survey respondents (positive: n = 194; negative: n = 177). Thus, the yield rate
calculated was 92.8%. The logic behind the classification of the two groups into positive and negative
was driven by the work of Kim, Youn, and Lee [81], who classified the corporate CSR reputation into
positive and negative record groups and analyzed consumer support for cause-related marketing.
Based on their research, the groups in this study were separated based on their exposure to the NPO
CEO’s positive or negative reputation.

In terms of their demographic characteristics, 186 (50.1%) of the survey respondents were male and
185 (49.9%) were female. Furthermore, 83 (22.4%) of the respondents were aged 50–59, followed by those
aged 40–49 (76, 20.5%), 20–29 (73, 19.7%), 30–39 (72, 19.4%), and over 60 (67, 18.1%). The demographic
profiles of respondents are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographic profiles for the sample (N = 371). KRW: Korean Won.

Characteristics Frequency % (100)

Type of scenario
exposure

Positive 194 52.3
Negative 177 47.7

Gender
Male 186 50.1

Female 185 49.9

Age

20–29 73 19.7
30–39 72 19.4
40–49 76 20.5
50–59 83 22.4

60 and over 67 18.1

Educational Level

Junior high school or
below 1 0.3

High school 76 20.5
Undergraduate 254 68.5

Graduate or above 40 10.8

Yearly Income

Below 1.00 million KRW 65 17.5
1.00–1.99 million KRW 62 16.7
2.00–2.99 million KRW 73 19.7
3.00–3.99 million KRW 52 14.0
4.00–4.99 million KRW 36 9.7
5.00–5.99 million KRW 28 7.5
6.00–6.99 million KRW 22 5.9
7.00–7.99 million KRW 8 2.2

Over 8 million KRW 25 6.7

3.2. Procedure

To test the hypotheses, using the reputation of the CEO of Giving Goods, a virtual nonprofit
organization that raised charitable funds for social contribution, we created two scenarios: positive
and negative. Giving Goods is an organization that has been manufactured for research and does
not exist. Participants were asked to read the scenario, which explained the purpose of the NPO and
its CEO’s reputation. We based our descriptions on Gaines-Ross’s [76] CEO reputation for both the
positive and negative CEO reputations. Trust in the CEO, transparency, communication, organization,
and crisis management elements were included.

To reduce the systematic bias caused by specific words in the CEO’s reputation, we constructed
scenarios by using terms with opposite meanings. For example, we used positive and negative
adjectives, such as high vs. low and active vs. passive, that indicate the opposite meaning. Moreover,
we employed the words ‘no’ and ‘not’ to describe parts of the negative reputation scenario. Respondents
were provided with a URL for completing the survey on their donation intentions after they read the
scenario. The scenarios were written in Korean, but English translations of each scenario are provided
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Two chief executive officer (CEO) reputation scenarios.

Scenario

Giving Goods is a nonprofit organization that runs various support projects for underprivileged
individuals, such as providing free education for children from low-income households, food delivery for
the elderly living alone, and sponsorship of electronic products to two vulnerable households every month.

Positive Reputation

Giving Goods CEO Lee received a High Crown Certification Mark, the highest grade of the Korean
Charitable Evaluation Committee. The organization was not initially subject to external accounting audits,
but CEO Lee proposed operating more transparently, and Giving Goods is now externally audited. CEO
Lee began publishing a quarterly rather than the required annual (the duty period) breakdown of the
organization’s donated funds expenditures. Disclosure of the detailed use of all small donations on the
home page is also included. One Giving Goods bylaw is that the CEO and employees must decide together
where to use donations of over 1 million Korean Won; thus, the CEO and staff decide where to use the
gifted funds’ case by case. In particular, CEO Lee visits two vulnerable households selected by Giving
Goods every month to monitor what aid is necessary for the household’s daily living. Additionally, donor
night events have been held quarterly since Giving Goods was established, and the events are shared
actively with donors through social media. CEO Lee proposed revising the bylaws to limit a Giving Goods
CEO’s term of office to 10 years to address recently raised media concerns regarding arbitrary management
by NPO CEOs.

Negative Reputation

Giving Goods CEO Lee received a Low Crown Certification Mark, the lowest rating by the Korean Charity
Evaluation Committee. Giving Goods has never been audited because it was not subject to external
accounting audits on its funding, and CEO Lee has also never proposed any measures for improvement.
CEO Lee has only updated the donation expenditures on the Giving Goods home page once a year (the
duty period), and CEO Lee has often omitted the use of small donations. One Giving Goods bylaw is that
the CEO and employees must decide together where to use donations of over 1 million Korean Won.
However, CEO Lee has multiple times taken sole authority to decide on the uses of donations. In particular,
CEO Lee does not directly visit the two vulnerable households selected by Giving Goods every month but
provides supplies based on the reported data. Moreover, donor night events that have been scheduled to
be held quarterly since Giving Goods was established have been canceled several times, and
communication with donors through social media is passive. CEO Lee has also had no suggestions on the
issue of correcting the long-term management by NPO CEOs that the media has recently raised.

To assess the success of our constructed CEO reputations, the respondents were asked to rate
their assigned scenario as more positive or more negative on a five-point Likert scale. A calculated
t-test statistic indicated a significant difference between the two scenarios in the expected direction
(t = 28.435, p < 0.001). That is, respondents who were exposed to the positive CEO record perceived
the record to be positive (M = 4.010, SD = 0.675), while participants who were exposed to the negative
record perceived the record to be negative (M = 1.932, SD = 0.728).

3.3. Measures

To measure the variables that are integral to this study, we employed the following definitions:
(1) Attitude (AT) is a general evaluation of an NPO, assessed with three semantic differential scales;
(2) subjective norm (SN) is the consideration of important people who might have influenced the
respondents’ donation intentions; (3) perceived behavioral control (PBC) is the amount of control one
has with regard to actual intention to donate; (4) moral norm (MN) is the perceived ethical responsibility
toward NPOs; (5) past behavior (PH) is the experience of donating in the past and whether they have
engaged regularly; (6) identification (ID) is whether respondents felt that the opinions and values of
the NPO CEO were similar to their own or if they wanted to resemble the CEO; and (7) intention to
donate is the willingness or plan to donate in the near future.

Measurement of the ETPB factors was devised with reference to the results of previously published
studies. The works of Smith and McSweeney [38] and Mittelman and Rojas-Méndez [29] were mainly
used, and the measurement of ID was guided by Hoffner and Buchanan [46]. We used a total of
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23 questions to measure the study survey respondents’ intentions to donate to the Giving Goods,
a virtual nonprofit organization. All items except for the scenario verification used a seven-point Likert
scale that ranged from ‘definitely not’ to ‘definitely’ or ‘not at all’ to ‘frequently’; the questionnaire was
written in Korean. Table 3 presents the detailed questions that we used to measure the study variables.

Table 3. Measure of constructs.

Variables Items References

Attitude

My donation to Giving Goods would be Very bad to
Very good.

[38]
My donation to Giving Goods would be Very
unpleasant to Very pleasant.

My donation to Giving Goods would be Very
pointless to Very worthwhile.

Subjective Norm

If I donated money to Giving Goods, the people
closest to me would approve of my decision.

[29]
Most people who are important to me think that my
donating money to Giving Goods would be desirable.

The people closest to me would support my decision
to make monetary donations to Giving Goods.

Perceived Behavioral Control

I am confident that I will be able to donate money to
Giving Goods in the near future.

[38]

Donating money to Giving Goods in the near future
is easy for me to do.

It is mostly up to me whether I donate money to
Giving Goods in the near future.

If I wanted to, I could easily donate money to Giving
Goods in the near future.

Moral Norm

I am the kind of person who donates money to
Giving Goods.

I would feel guilty if I did not donate money to
Giving Goods.

I believe I have a moral obligation to donate money
to Giving Goods.

Not donating money to Giving Goods goes against
my principles.

Past Behavior

Over the last years, how often have you donated
money to a nonprofit organization?

I usually donate money to a nonprofit organization.

It is unusual for me to donate money to a nonprofit
organization (R).

Identification

The values of the Giving Goods CEO correspond
with my values.

[46]The Giving Goods CEO is the type of person I want
to be.

I want to do what the Giving Goods CEO does.

Intention to donate

I will donate to Giving Goods.

[38]
I intend to donate money to Giving Goods in the near
future.

In the near future, I am planning to donate money to
Giving Goods.

To analyze the data, we first conducted an independent-sample t-test for each variable to
analyze the differences between the two groups according to the positive or negative CEO reputation.
Next, we performed multiple regression to analyze the magnitude and direction of the influence of each
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independent variable on the dependent variable, followed by the analysis of the relative magnitudes of
the different independent variables’ influences. We analyzed all data using SPSS 18 statistical software.

4. Results

Prior to conducting the study, we performed a descriptive statistical analysis of the dependent
and independent variables to characterize the data and interpret the data more easily. The Cronbach’s
alphas for each variable showed high internal consistency in the range of 0.759–0.964. Table 4 presents
details, including standard deviations (SD) and correlations among the predictor variables.

Table 4. Correlation data among the constructs.

Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cronbach’s
Alpha

Attitude 3.937 1.757 1 0.964

Subjective
Norm 3.590 1.595 0.890 *** 1 0.946

Perceived
Behavioral

Control
3.692 1.191 0.657 *** 0.658 *** 1 0.759

Moral
Norm 2.968 1.343 0.519 *** 0.587 *** 0.509 *** 1 0.895

Past
Behavior 3.910 1.637 0.178 ** 0.215 *** 0.334 *** 0.250 *** 1 0.875

Identification 3.432 1.778 0.853 *** 0.857 *** 0.586 ** 0.503 *** 0.196 *** 1 0.963

Intention
to Donate 3.109 1.526 0.747 *** 0.789 *** 0.690 *** 0.612 *** 0.323 *** 0.740 *** 1 0.943

Note: ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 1: attitude; 2: subjective norm; 3: perceived behavioral control; 4: moral norm; 5:
past behavior; 6: identification; 7: intention to donate.

The independent-sample t-test on the survey results for positive and negative reputations revealed
statistical differences in all variables. The analysis results are shown in Table 5. Overall, the findings
show that the means for each variable in the positive reputation group were higher than those in the
negative reputation group in the following order: ID (mean difference: 2.757), AT (mean difference:
2.568), SN (mean difference: 2.229), intention to donate (mean difference: 1.671), PBC (mean difference:
1.115), MN (mean difference: 0.767), PH (mean difference: 0.400).

Table 5. Independent-samples t-test comparisons of positive versus negative reputation findings.

Mean SD

t pPositive
Reputation
(N = 194)

Negative
Reputation
(N = 177)

Positive
Reputation
(N = 194)

Negative
Reputation
(N = 177)

Attitude 5.162 2.593 1.029 1.364 20.318 0.000
Subjective Norm 4.664 2.435 1.028 1.273 18.272 0.000

Perceived Behavioral
Control 4.224 3.109 0.996 1.113 10.187 0.000

Moral Norm 3.334 2.566 1.286 1.290 5.731 0.000
Past Behavior 4.101 3.701 1.610 1.645 2.370 0.018
Identification 4.747 1.991 1.109 1.139 23.594 0.000

Intention to donate 3.906 2.234 1.302 1.250 12.584 0.000

Furthermore, prior to multiple regression, we evaluated the potential problem of multi-collinearity.
Our verification determined that the variance inflation factor (VIF) ranged from 1.150 to 6.465, and the
tolerance ranged from 0.155 to 0.869. An examination of the collinearity statistics revealed that each
predictor fell within acceptable boundaries of tolerance (>0.1) or VIF (<10), ruling out any substantive
multi-collinearity threats [82].
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4.1. Positive CEO Reputation

Hypotheses 1–6 were based on the expectation that individuals’ intentions to donate to an NPO
would be associated with the cognitive and psychological determinants of respondents’ perceptions
of the nonprofit CEO’s reputation. In the regression model that measured the effects of the six
independent study variables on donation intention in the positive CEO reputation group, the F value
was 54.628 (p = 0.000). The regression model accounted for 63.7% of the total variation of the dependent
variable of donation intention (Table 6). The results showed that most of the cognitive factors were
significantly related to the CEO’s reputation. Independent variables that significantly affected the
donation intentions were SN, β = 0.167 (p < 0.05); PBC, β = 0.420 (p < 0.001); MN, β = 0.180 (p < 0.01);
and PH, β = 0.103 (p < 0.05). Contrary to our expectation, AT had a non-significant impact on
individuals’ intentions to donate.

Table 6. Multiple regression results.

B S.E. β p t R2 (R2
adjusted) F Value

Positive CEO
record

Attitude 0.050 0.089 0.039 0.575 0.561

0.637 (0.625) 54.628 ***

Subjective Norm 0.212 0.094 0.167 * 0.026 2.250
Perceived

Behavioral Control 0.550 0.075 0.420 *** 0.000 7.290

Moral Norm 0.182 0.054 0.180 ** 0.001 3.398
Past Behavior 0.083 0.039 0.103 * 0.036 2.108
Identification 0.169 0.075 0.144 * 0.024 2.268

Negative CEO
record

Attitude 0.146 0.080 0.160 0.068 1.835

0.621 (0.608) 46.463 ***

Subjective Norm 0.409 0.092 0.416 *** 0.000 4.461
Perceived

Behavioral Control 0.027 0.067 0.024 0.688 0.402

Moral Norm 0.107 0.063 0.110 0.092 1.695
Past Behavior 0.065 0.037 0.086 0.080 1.761
Identification 0.168 0.080 0.153 * 0.036 2.114

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

H6 proposed that identification, a psychological factor between the individual and the CEO,
would be significantly and positively predictive of the intention to donate. The results showed that the
research hypothesis proposed was supported at the significance level of p < 0.05, with the value of
β = 0.144. This finding confirmed the influence of an individual’s identification with the CEO through
the CEO’s reputation. Figure 1 shows the results of the regression analysis associated with a positive
CEO reputation.
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4.2. Negative CEO Reputation

The negative CEO reputation group, with all variables in the equation, accounted for 62.1% of
the total variance in intentions (F = 46.463, p = 0.000). However, the pattern observed in the negative
CEO reputation group differs from that in the positive group. In the negative reputation group,
two predictors of SN (β = 0.416, p < 0.001) and ID (β = 0.153, p < 0.05) were found to significantly
and positively impact intention to donate. In short, these findings indicate that SN and ID explain
individual willingness to donate even if the CEO’s reputation is not favorable (see Table 6). However,
the effects of AT, PBC, MN, and PH were found to be non-significant in predicting the intention to
donate. Again, attitude emerged as a non-significant predictor of intention to donate in the negative
CEO reputation group. Figure 2 illustrates the results of the regression analysis associated with a
negative CEO reputation.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 18 
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5. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the cognitive and psychological determinants of donation intention
in relation to the positive or negative reputation of a nonprofit organization’s CEO. Adding moral
norms, past behavior, and identification to the existing TPB, we constructed an integrated model and
empirically analyzed the statistical influences of each variable. Using the responses of a Korean sample
to a constructed scenario, we assessed the individual effects of a set of independent variables to address
two research questions exploring the influence of the positive or negative reputation of a nonprofit
CEO on respondents’ intentions to donate to that NPO.

To address the research questions, it is important to discuss how the relationships between
constructs are (or are not) different across NPOs. Regarding the similar pattern observed across the two
groups of positive and negative CEO reputation (RQ1 and RQ2), subjective norms and identification
showed significant associations with individual donation intentions, regardless of whether the CEO’s
reputation was good or bad. These results indicate that when the NPO CEO’s reputation is good, this
can be incorporated into strategies to strengthen donation intention. Leveraging subjective norms and
identification to strengthen donation intention can be an effective promotional strategy for NPOs with
a negative CEO reputation as well.

First, it was found that subjective norms (H2) significantly impacted donation intentions for
both reputations. When determining behavioral values, the opinions of other influential people affect
support for an action. Furthermore, when important others confirm the positive value of a donation,
the donation intention is more likely to be highly formed. Prior studies have shown that SN has
different degrees of influence in different cultures. High normative effects have been identified in
Asian countries with highly interdependent collectivist cultures [2,28,31]. This study shows that SN
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has a high impact on both CEO reputations, which confirms that norms are also crucial for residents of
Korea, an Asian country with a collectivist culture. These results support the results of prior studies
conducted in collectivist cultural countries. Normative messages through important others should
be delivered frequently. This is to emphasize not only that influential people consistently support
one’s actions but also that their opinions help one’s decision. Further, seeing the donation process
of influential celebrities can be effective for behavior modification. For example, if donation can be
performed among celebrities in a reality TV program, this might motivate potential donors and raise
awareness of donations.

It is noteworthy that identification (H6) influenced donation intention regardless of the CEO’s
reputation. Nonprofit CEOs are not as well-known as for-profit CEOs. However, this study shows that
the public can create an identification when a nonprofit CEO’s reputation is displayed, regardless of
whether that reputation is positive or negative. We interpret this finding as identification formation by
agreement to the value of the CEO. This type of value judgment and identification can directly affect
donation intention: The stronger the identification with the NPO CEO, the greater the intention to
donate. Therefore, it is necessary to provide information that can enhance the identification of NPO
CEOs. In particular, emphasizing identification can lead to voluntary behaviors among citizens without
special compensation for them [83–86]. Here, a person who has identified with a CEO could become a
voluntary PR expert who actively informs others of relevant information. We arrive at this conclusion
following prior evidence that identification with sports teams affects spectator consumption [87] and
that identification with colleges significantly affects fundraising activity [54].

With regard to these findings related to identification, communicating with the public is the
most important strategy. To promote good reputation, one communications strategy would be to
share the NPO’s values, directions, and management plans that the CEO is considering. For instance,
in addition to active communications online and offline, SNS (social networking service) viral
marketing can be developed. This strategy would deliver shared values in a friendly and accessible
way. A continuous exchange of shared values will help identification between the CEO and the
individual and contribute to the development of donation intentions. In a bad reputation, a different
communications strategy is needed. If there is a reputation-related problem, improvement must be
directly delivered, and information that highlights the positive value of the CEO must be provided.

In contrast to our expectations, we found that attitude (H1) did not affect intention to donate in
either reputation group. This finding contradicted prior findings that showed that attitude affected
donation intention [19,23,88]. In other studies, however, cultural differences limited the influence of
attitude [24,89], and variables such as moral norms and past behaviors had greater influence [90].
We propose two possible explanations for our findings. One, it may be that the perception of reputation
did not play an important role in forming attitudes toward the organization or intention to donate
because the scenario focused on the personal reputation of the CEO. If we manipulated the scenario for
the NPO, the result for attitude might have been different. In addition, there is also the possibility that
attitudes might not have had a significant effect because of the strong influence of subjective norms,
a characteristic of Korea’s collectivist culture.

Next, we review the differences (RQ1 and RQ2) between positive and negative CEO reputations.
In the positive reputation scenario, perceived behavioral control (H3), moral norms (H4), and past
behavior (H5) were all significant, but they were all non-significant for the negative reputation.
We interpreted this finding as indicating that perceptions of bad reputation have become an obstacle to
activating the cognitive factor, which is an individual’s sense of control, belief, and moral responsibility.
Additionally, respondents’ dissatisfaction with the bad reputation indicates that past behavior may not
support future donation intention.

First, perceived behavioral control (H3) produced the greatest influence for the good CEO
reputation group. This suggests that the stronger the belief in self-control and the more seriously
one takes personal ownership of the donation decision, the greater the intention to donate.
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Indeed, the findings of this study are consistent with those of previous studies on blood and organ
donation [34,35,91].

Moral norms (H4) had the second highest influence after PBC in the good reputation group;
intention to donate increased with greater perceived moral responsibility. This result is consistent
with previous findings for MN as a powerful predictor of actual donation behavior, along with moral
responsibility or obligation [23,30,38]. Researchers consider the influence of moral norms to be a major
factor in the TPB as well as in charitable donations in general [3,92,93].

Last, past behavior (H5) also showed significant results for the group with the good reputation
scenario. Following Sargeant [94], who showed that satisfaction with past donation experiences affected
donation behavior, we interpreted this finding to result from participant satisfaction with a good
reputation. Accordingly, to increase the donation intentions of those with donation experience and to
encourage them to become regular sponsors, satisfaction can be increased by continuing to maintain
good reputation and delivering mementos or letters of appreciation. This is because psychological and
social stimuli or external rewards from donations increase the willingness to donate to other donation
agendas and strengthen the role that donors play [95].

Thus, PBC, MN, and PH were significant when the CEO’s reputation was good. It is essential to
strategically emphasize that donations can begin changes in society, have a good influence on others’
lives, and be morally right. In the context of a negative CEO reputation, by contrast, it would be
necessary to focus on solving fundamental problems, such as reputation, in a way that incorporates a
long-term perspective and then using the communication strategies referred to above.

Donations are close interactions between donors and NPOs and are based on mutual trust that
the money given will be used for its intended purpose. The CEO of a nonprofit organization is the
person who oversees the organization’s management and is fully responsible for its transparency
and trust. However, the scandals reported in the media regarding CEOs’ abuse of donations may
cause the public to wonder if they should bother to donate or if their donations will be used
appropriately. The strategies discussed above may have reinforced donation intentions while also
helping organizations with negative reputations to overcome that challenge. However, these strategies
can only be a short-term solution. To increase the sustainability of a donation culture, it is necessary to
have a good reputation that can build trust over the long term.

Nonprofit CEOs should focus on reputation management. When incidents that negatively reflect
on business ethics occur, people do not rely on traditional media coverage alone. Instead, they interpret
news, evaluate companies, and share information with others. At present, positive effects must remain
sustainable over the long term, in any field. Thus, it is necessary to increase CEO and NPO value
through reputation management. This enhanced value benefits donors’ loyalty and plays a role in
promoting positive feedback. When a good reputation is established, it is necessary to actively promote
its content of a good reputation through a range of media channels. Communicating a good reputation
can be useful information that potential donors can use to judge a nonprofit organization’s CEO and
develop a donation intention. The work of Román-San-Miguel and Díaz-Cruzado [96] also highlights
the need for expert communication with the public through media channels in the nonprofit sector.
This communication can produce to a link between the organization and the audience [96]. Thus, it is
time to suggest sufficient information so that donors can evaluate in multiple dimensions and select the
NPOs they wish to donate to. If the communication strategy is pursued after reputation management
begun, it will improve the overall donation culture. Managing reputation requires significant effort
and time. However, these efforts are essential for the sustainability of the donation culture and the
recovery of public trust in NPOs.

6. Conclusions and Limitations

This study investigated determinants that affect individuals’ intention to donate to an NPO when
its CEO has either a positive or a negative reputation. We compared and discussed similarities and
differences in relationships among the determinants and derived important implications from these
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discussions from a deeper perspective. It is noteworthy that, unlike the case of corporate CEOs,
systematic research has not been conducted on the effects or relations of NPO CEOs on donation
intention in past literature. In the past, individual donation decisions focused mostly on evaluations of
NPOs, whereas in this study we emphasized the role of the reputation of the NPO CEO. Managing the
CEO’s reputation will enhance the value of the NPO and the CEO, and it may help produce a donation
culture that has a good influence on society. This study empirically identified methods of increasing
donor intentions from the perspective of the CEO’s reputation. Although there are relatively modest
contrasts across NPOs with good or bad CEO reputations, these findings provide practical information
that the controversial NPO must alter the relevant reputational aspect to improve public donations.

Separately from these theoretical findings and managerial implications, this study had a few
limitations. First, as there is not a well-known or validated scale that can be used to evaluate
NPO CEOs, scenarios were constructed based on reputation factors in for-profit company CEOs.
A non-profit organization CEO reputation scale could have produced more detailed research results.
Therefore, in future study, an NPO CEO reputation scale should be created. Second, to obtain a
better understanding of individual-CEO identification, a qualitative analysis of the reasons for the
respondents’ decisions is needed. Knowing the cause of the identification will be essential in managing
the reputation of the NPO CEO and establishing a better marketing strategy. Third, following previous
research, this study examined both those with and without past donation behavior. It may be interesting
to identify the antecedents to intention to re-donate or continuance intention to donate. Future studies
may obtain more detailed results for groups with past donation behavior. Lastly, follow-up studies
should utilize stratified sampling to identify the differences between groups more accurately.
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